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Attempts to dope carbon nanotube (CNT) with impurities in order to control the electronic properties of the

CNT is a natural course of action. Boron is known to improve both the structural and electronic properties. In

this report, we study the field emission properties of Boron-doped double-walled CNT (DWCNT). Boron-doped

DWCNT films were fabricated by catalytic decomposition of tetrahydrofuran and triisopropyl borate over a

Fe-Mo/MgO catalyst at 900 oC. We measured the field emission current by varying the doping amount of

Boron from 0.8 to 1.8 wt%. As the amount of doped boron in the DWCNT increases, the turn-on-field of the

DWCNT decreases drastically from 6 V/µm to 2 V/µm. The current density of undoped CNT is 0.6 mA/cm2 at

9 V, but a doped-DWCNT sample with 1.8 wt% achieved the same current density only at only 3.8 V. This

shows that boron doped DWCNTs are potentially useful in low voltage operative field emitting device such as

large area flat panel displays.
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1. Introduction

From their early development stages, carbon nanotubes

(CNT) have been of interest as potential field emission

source materials due to their high aspect ratio and nano-

meter size diameter. [1] To be a good candidate for a field

emitting source materials, it is essential to increase the

current density (J ) to be high enough to achieve low turn-

on-fields. Like most semiconductor devices, the electric

properties of CNT have been controlled by doping with

appropriate impurities. Even for new promising materials

such as CNTs and Graphene, the approach to modify their

electric properties is the same, i.e. doping with impurities,

although CNTs behave as a metal or as a semiconductor

depending on its geometric parameters, such as chirality

and diameters [2-4]. The choice of doping elements can

modify the electronic structure in two major ways: acceptor

(B-doping) or donor (N-doping) [5-10]. Efforts to synthe-

size boron doped CNT are prevalent and use various

methodologies including arc discharge [1l], laser vapori-

zation [12], Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

(PECVD) [13] and Catalytic CVD with metallic catalysts

[14]. Besides the changed electronic properties, boron

doped CNT has shown improved zigzag tube chirality

[15], the stiffness [16]. In our previous work, we showed

that a catalytic CVD method involving the decomposi-

tion of tetrahydrofuran and triisopropyl borate can

produce well defined DWCNT with inner and outer

diameters in the range of 1.6-2.4 nm. In addition it was

demonstrated that the boron concentration in carbon

networks can be controllable simply by varying the boron

precursor [17].

In this report, we address boron doped DWCNT fabri-

cation and observe their field emission with low turn-on-

fields after processing by catalytic CVD.

2. Experimental Techniques

The B-doped DWCNT preparation by catalytic chemi-

cal vapor deposition (CVD) was carried out in two

steps. The first step is making a magnesia (MgO) sup-

ported Fe-Mo catalyst. Fe-Mo/MgO was produced by

catalytic impregnation, this is the process of making a

support material (MgO) containing the desired catalyst

(Fe-Mo) with a predetermined weight ratio. The procedure

consists embedding a mixed Fe-Mo solution onto porous

MgO powder. The mixed Fe-Mo solution consists of
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Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (Aldrich, 99.99%) and Mo solution (Aldrich,

9.8 mg/ml, Mo in H2O). After evaporating the solvent and

grinding into fine powder, a Fe-Mo/MgO catalyst was

produced and composed of elements with the desired

ratio, Fe:Mo:MgO = 1:0.1:12. The final step for the Fe-

Mo/MgO catalyst is calcinations under air ambient at

700 oC for 7 h.

The second step in the synthesis of B doped DWCNT

is carried out by decomposing tettrahydrofuran (THF,

C4H8O, 99.9% Aldrich) and triisopropyl borate (C9H21BO3,

98%, Aldrich), which are hydrocarbon and boron sources,

respectively. Since the THF and triisopropyl borate are in

a liquid phase they are contained in a bubbler and fed into

reactor with Ar at 1000 sccm. By the process of these

gases, H2 (100 sccm) and Ar (1000 sccm with THF and

triisopropyl borate), flowing over the Fe-Mo/MgO catalyst

in the middle of quartz tube type CVD reactor, the B

doped DWCNT is fabricated.

The resultant B-doped DWCNT contains several types

of impurity, such as amorphous carbonaceous, MgO sup-

port and catalyst metals. To remove these, a purification

treatment is performed: the B-doped DWCNT is rinsed

by, HCl and HNO3 for 5 h, then DI rinsed and finalized

by drying in a vacuum oven for overnight. This purification

step is important since the random presence of catalyst

residues makes it difficult to obtain uniform field emissions

[18].

Before probing field emission characteristics, the fabri-

cated B-doped DWCNT should be deposited in a film. To

do this, they were dispersed in sodium dodecyl sulfate

(Sigma-aldrich, SDS) and centrifugation was carried out.

Then the obtained high purity B-doped DWCNT suspen-

sion was sprayed onto an indium tin oxide (ITO) glass

plate. The ITO glass was kept at 120 oC during the spray

printing. The microstructures of the printed B-DWCNT

were examined by using a transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM) at 200 kV (JEOL-JEM2100F), while the

surface morphology was surveyed by field emission scann-

ing electron microscope (Hitachi S-4700, FE-SEM). More

details of the experimental procedure for the synthesis are

described elsewhere [17, 20, 23].

Field emission measurements were performed in a UHV

environment at 5 × 10−7 Torr in a diode configuration

(cathode-anode) with a separation of 400 μm. A square

high voltage pulse was applied between them with a 1/60

duty and 500 Hz and then turn-on-voltage, current density

are measured. All field emission measurements were per-

formed at room temperature. Details of the properties of

the field emission measurements are available in else-

where [18].

3. Result and Discussions

3.1. Structure and morphology

Microanalysis by electron microscope plays an important

role in confirming whether the double walled structure is

well formed. Fig. 1(a)-(c) shows the TEM image for

undoped and B-doped DWCNT (2.1 wt %), showing the

presence of double walls. The TEM images revealed that

the as-grown CNTs observed in the SEM images con-

sisted mostly of high-quality DWCNT bundles. Fig. 2(a)-

(c) are the SEM images of the samples with different

boron dopings (0, 2.1, 3.2 wt %). The morphology of all

the samples is similar but the density of the filaments

decreases as the triisopropyl borate precursor concentration

is increased. A highly resolved magnification of the SEM

images shows that the CNTs have an average diameters

Fig. 1. (a) Low magnification TEM image of undoped

DWCNT (b) HRTEM image of undoped DWCNT (c)

HRTEM image at 2.1 wt %.
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of 18-30 nm. It is known that the boron precursor can

reduce the activity of the Fe-Mo catalysts surface [17].

Concerning the residue of Fe-Mo catalyst we should note

that Fe is a magnetic material and as such can induce

magnetism [18, 21, 22] However, according to the TEM

analysis the metal catalyst is at undetectable levels so we

can say that our purification procedure was very successful

in removing catalysts and other impurities.

3.2. Field emission properties

Before measuring the field emission properties, tape

activation was performed with a view to erecting the CNTs.

Fig. 3 shows a tilted SEM image of the samples after the

activation and no morphological difference between the

doped and undoped DWCNT is evident. Figs. 4 shows

current density vs field for the samples, the J-E curves are

for different boron doping precursor concentrations (0 to

1.8 wt %). For measurement of the 0.8 and 1.8 wt % sample,

J-E curves were obtained from two different samples ((1)

and (2) in Fig. 4) with the same processing conditions to

check reproducibility. The curves show that Boron doping

is effective for producing CNTs with a low turn-on-field

and high current densities. The current density 0.6 mA/

cm2 (horizontal arrow in Fig. 4) is reached at only 3.8 V

whilst this current density is not reached until 9 V for

undoped DWCNTs. The relationship between the field

emission current and the electric field is by the following

equation [24].

 

where α, β, Φ, d stand for effective area, the field

enhancement factor, work function and cathode-anode

distance, respectively. A (B) are constants with values of

1.54 × 10−6 A·eV·V−2 (6.83 × 107 eV−3/2 V·cm−1).

The field enhancement factor is a kind of indicator how

to external macroscopic field effectively converted and

enhanced to microscopic emitter apex. This factor is

strongly influenced by geometrical shape such as aspect

ratio for a given work function [19].

By X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) analyses

in our previous report, it has been confirmed that Boron

was successfully substituted into the hexagonal carbon

network and the actual doping amount is proportional to

the amount of triisopropyl borate precursor concentration
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Fig. 2. SEM images for (a) 0 wt % (b) 2.1 wt % (c) 3.2 wt %.

Fig. 3. Tilted SEM images of the samples after the activation for (a) undoped (b) 0.8 wt % (c) 1.8 wt %.

Fig. 4. (Color online) J-E curves for different doping condi-

tions. (1) and (2) show two different samples that underwent

the same processing conditions.
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used [17]. According to the tight binding and ab initio

calculations, the several electronic states of boron saturat-

ing the tip edeges of the CNTS are located near to the

Fermi level and the reduction of work function by 1.7 eV

compared to pure CNT, which are responsible for the

high field emission current rather than the field enhance-

ment factor [25]. By simple field emission measurements,

however, we cannot determine whether the dominant factor

in the enhancement of emission characteristics originates

from β or the reduction of Φ. According to another paper’s

theoretical analysis for boron doped SWCNT, the calcu-

lated emission current is dependent on both the doping

site and the applied field [26]. Compared to results for

single wall CNTs this is not surprising since B-doped

DWCNT have a more complicated structure, such as the

gap between the outer and inner layer. Doped boron can

bind to the outer or inner carbon lattice. Boron doping

can influence both the electronic structure and the geo-

metric factor, β.

4. Conclusions

We successfully demonstrated the synthesis of B-doped

DWCNTs using catalytic CVD by decomposing tetrahydro-

furan and triisopropyl borate. This study makes the first

observations of field emission from B-doped DWCNT

processed by this methodology. Our findings include

enhanced current density reached at low fields (e.g. ca.

0.6 mA/cm2 at 3.8 V) and a low turn-on-field (e.g. ca. 2

V/μm).
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